Inefficient business processes can be expensive for even the most innovative organizations. In fact, at the beginning of this decade noncompliance with regulatory oversight resulted in SEC fines of nearly two million dollars on average per enterprise.

Whether being first to market with a disruptive business model, an innovative product, or a revolutionary process that becomes an industry standard, leading companies are always seeking an edge that will help them to maintain a competitive advantage.

InGrafx by the Numbers

5 of the 15 Largest Banks
1M+ Process Diagrams Created
2,000 Active Customers
80 Active Countries

With InGrafx, clients have reported:

$1B+ savings in operation costs
75% reduction in time to market
8X boost to productivity
1/2 the audit costs

For 30 years, InGrafx has succeeded at improving complex compliance, regulation, and customer journey initiatives to deliver true digital transformation. By gaining the InGrafx complete business process vision, companies can transform their process into a valuable asset.
**Business Process Lifecycle**

Integrated business process management is a holistic strategy developed to dynamically capture, map, refine, automate, and monitor the actions and data patterns of an organization with the goal of perpetual improvement.

**The iGrafx Business Transformation Platform is ideal for organizations engaged in:**

- Continuity and Resiliency
- Customer Experience
- Digital Transformation
- Governance, Risk, and Compliance
- IT Services Management
- Journey Mapping
- Operational Excellence
- Performance Management
- Process Knowledge Capture and Retention
- Process Mining
- Quality Management
- Workflow Automation
- And More!

**Awards and Recognitions**

- iGrafx helped us solve our problem of not having visibility into our business processes and their dependencies. The software is highly intuitive, and very simple to use.
  - Glenn Johnson, Process Excellence Manager, PSCU

**Start the Conversation**

Does your organization need to cut costs?
Boost productivity? Increase revenue?
Do all three with better process and better outcomes.

For more information, please visit iGrafx.com today.